SIGNING TIME THEME

There's singing time and dancing time
And laughing time and playing time
And now it is our favorite time SIGNING TIME!

It's SIGNING TIME with Alex and Leah
SIGNING TIME with Alex and Leah

Come visit our big tree house
You can visit everyday
There's lots of room for everyone
And we can start today

It's SIGNING TIME with Alex and Leah
SIGNING TIME with Alex and Leah
It's SIGNING TIME with Alex and Leah
Come and play, come and play, come and play!
Leah's Farm

Down on Leah's Farm there is one yellow CHICKEN (peep)
   One yellow one yellow one yellow CHICKEN (peep)
And down on Leah's Farm there are two brown HORSES (neigh)
   One brown two brown two brown HORSES (neigh)
Down on Leah's Farm there are three white GOATS (maa)
   One white two white three white GOATS (maa)

   And they all live inside the big barn house
   And somewhere in the walls there lives a little MOUSE (squeak squeak)
   And everybody's dancin' at the big barn house yeah!

   Everybody's dancin' everybody's happenin'
   Everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm
   Everybody's hoppin' nobody's stoppin'
   'Cause everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm

Down on Leah's Farm there is one red ROOSTER (cockadoodle doo)
   One red one red one red ROOSTER (cockadoodle doo)
Down on Leah's Farm there are two black SHEEP (baa)
   One black two black two black SHEEP (baa)
Down on Leah's Farm there are three spotted COWS (moo)
   One spotted two spotted three spotted COWS (moo)

   And they all live inside the big barn house
   And somewhere in the walls there lives a little MOUSE (squeak squeak)
   And everybody's dancin' at the big barn house yeah!

   Everybody's dancin' everybody's happenin'
   Everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm
   Everybody's hoppin' nobody's stoppin'
   'Cause everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm

Down on Leah's Farm there is one grey DONKEY (hee haw)
   One grey one grey one grey DONKEY (hee haw)
Down on Leah's Farm there are two pink PIGGIES (oink)
   One pink two pink two pink PIGGIES (oink)
And down on Leah's Farm there are three fat TURKEYS (gobble gobble)
   One fat two fat three fat TURKEYS (gobble gobble)

   And they all live inside the big barn house
   And somewhere in the walls there lives a little MOUSE (squeak squeak)
   And everybody's dancin' at the big barn house yeah!

   Everybody's dancin' everybody's happenin'
   Everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm
   Everybody's hoppin' and nobody's stoppin'
   'Cause everybody's happy down on Leah's Farm!
Did You Know

Did you know I got a SQUIRREL
Yep I really got a SQUIRREL
Did you know I got a SQUIRREL
He’s a special kind of SQUIRREL
He loves to play up in the trees
But I wonder why he always seems afraid of me
Did you know I got a SQUIRREL

Did you know I got a DUCK
Yep I really got a DUCK
Did you know I got a DUCK
He’s a special kind of DUCK
He loves to play and waddle away
He ducks under the water but his tail stays
Did you know I got a DUCK

I say something’s special
How could I be wrong
It’s plain to see
He really loves me
And I’ve loved him all along

Did you know I got a RABBIT
Yep I really got a RABBIT
Did you know I got a RABBIT
She’s a special kind of RABBIT
She loves to play and hop away
I give her a carrot and it makes her day
Did you know I got a RABBIT

Did you know I got a SNAIL
Yep I really got a SNAIL
Did you know I got SNAIL
She’s a special kind of SNAIL
She loves to play and slide away
She curls up in her shell in the silliest way
Did you know I got a SNAIL
Turtle Rock

Turtle Rock is the perfect place
It's the perfect place to be
Turtle Rock it's not too hot
And it's not too cool for me

You see it from a mile away
A mile away 'cause everyday
They all flock to Turtle Rock
On Turtle Rock they play

Here come the FROGS
They leave their logs
And they all hop
And land on top of Turtle Rock

Here come the FROGS (ribbit ribbit hop hop)
And they all hop to Turtle Rock

Here come the SNAKES
They leave the lakes
And slither straight
To take their place on Turtle Rock

Here come the SNAKES (slither slither ss ss)
Slither straight on down to Turtle Rock
Here come the FROGS (ribbit ribbit hop hop)
And they all hop to Turtle Rock

Turtle Rock is the perfect place
It's the perfect place to be
Turtle Rock it's not too hot
And it's not too cool for me

You see it from a mile away
A mile away 'cause everyday
They all flock to Turtle Rock
On Turtle Rock they play

Here come the LIZARDS
Like little blizzards
They scamper prance
To join the dance on Turtle Rock

Here come the LIZARDS (scamper scamper freeze freeze)
Scamper prance on down to Turtle Rock
Here come the SNAKES (slither slither ss ss)
Slither straight on down to Turtle Rock
Here come the FROGS (ribbit ribbit hop hop)
And they all hop to Turtle Rock

Here come the TURTLES
They clear all hurdles
They're kind of slow
But still they go to Turtle Rock

Here come the TURTLES (waddle waddle crawl crawl)
So slow they go to Turtle Rock
Here come the LIZARDS (scamper scamper freeze freeze)
Scamper prance on down to Turtle Rock
Here come the SNAKES (slither slither ss ss)
Slither straight on down to Turtle Rock
Here come the FROGS (ribbit ribbit hop hop)
And they all hop to Turtle Rock
Goodnight

The sun is going down
The day is slowing now
The families who’ve played all day
Are gathered close around

The stars shine in the sky
The moon is standing by
Good friends
Good fun
The time has come
To say goodnight
Goodnight
Goodnight
Goodnight

It’s time to say goodnight
Goodnight Goodnight
Goodnight Goodnight
Goodnight Goodnight

Goodnight
My Great Backyard

Open the door let’s EXPLORE
EXPLORE the great outdoors
It’s not very hard to travel far
It’s in my great BACKYARD

So pack a bag and grab a TENT
We’re going to EXPLORE
Open the door
Head down the TRAIL
EXPLORE my great BACKYARD

So pack a bag and grab a TENT
We’re going to EXPLORE
Open the door
Head down the TRAIL
Over the BRIDGE
EXPLORE my great BACKYARD

So pack a bag and grab a TENT
We’re going to EXPLORE
Open the door
Head down the TRAIL
Over the BRIDGE
Carefully cross the STREAM
Walk through the WOODS
EXPLORE my great BACKYARD

So pack a bag and grab a TENT
We’re going to EXPLORE
Open the door
Head down the TRAIL
Over the BRIDGE
Carefully cross the STREAM
Walk through the WOODS
Climb a MOUNTAIN
EXPLORE my great BACKYARD

EXPLORE my great BACKYARD
Climb a MOUNTAIN
Walk through the WOODS
Carefully cross the STREAM
Over the BRIDGE
Head up the TRAIL
Open the door
EXPLORE my great BACKYARD
Right Place, Right Time

Not all people are "people people"
That goes for animals too
It’s okay to be shy
Even if you don’t know why
And even if you live in the zoo

You’ve got to be in the right place at the right time
To catch them passing by
If you’re in the right place at the right time
You might see a PORCUPINE

If you’re in the right place at the right time
A shadow under the moon
If you’re in the right place at the right time
Isn’t that a RACCOON?

You’ve got to be in the right place at the right time
In the morning in the clear
If you’re in the right place at the right time
You might spot a DEER

If you’re in the right place at the right time
Through the cabin’s cool night air
If you’re in the right place at the right time
…I think I hear a BEAR

Life is full of surprise
When you open your eyes
And you happen to find

That you’re in the right place at the right time
Don’t forget to check the sky
If you’re in the right place at the right time
To see an EAGLE soaring by

If you’re in the right place at the right time
It’s just a lucky toss
If you’re in the right place at the right time
I’ve still never spotted a FOX

That you’re in the right place at the right time
In the forest on a bough
If you’re in the right place at the right time
Listen for an OWL
If you’re in the right place at the right time
Something really stunk!
If you’re in the right place at the right time
Yes that’s a SKUNK
When the Bugs Come Marching In

When the BUGS come marchin’ in
When the BUGS come marching in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the BUGS come marching in

When the ANTS come marchin’ in
When the ANTS come marching in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the ANTS come marching in

When the FLIES come flyin’ in
When the FLIES come flying in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the FLIES come flying in

When the SPIDERS come creepin’ in
When the SPIDERS come creeping in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the SPIDERS come creepin’ in

When the BEES come buzzin’ in
When the BEES come buzzing in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the BEES come buzzing in

When the WORMS come crawlin’ in
When the WORMS come crawling in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the WORMS come crawling in

When the MOSQUITOES come swarmin’ in
When the MOSQUITOES come swarming in
You better steer clear of my backyard
When the MOSQUITOES come swarming in

Oh when the BUGS come marching in
(Look Out!)
Caterpillar Dreams

I'm a little CATERPILLAR tiny and green
Crawlin' around head full of dreams
Inch by inch takes all day
I'm dreamin' of wings and flyin' away

Just a little CATERPILLAR down on the ground
I climb a tree hang upside down
I don't know why I build a cocoon
Not sure why I do what I do

But if I were a BUTTERFLY
I could leave the ground behind
Would things look different way up high?
I wish I were a BUTTERFLY

I'm just a little CATERPILLAR fast asleep
Eyes closed tight lost in a dream
In my dream I break free
Stretch out my legs and check out my wings

I feel just like a BUTTERFLY
Watch me leave the ground behind
Things look different way up high
I feel just like a BUTTERFLY

Look at me I'm flying!
I'm really flying!
Somebody pinch me!
The Zoo Train

Choo choo choo choo
Whoo hoo whoo hoo
Here it comes all aboard
Let’s get on the zoo train

Choo choo choo choo
Whoo hoo whoo hoo
Here it comes all aboard
Let’s get on the zoo train

What do you do when you go to the zoo?
You watch all the animals
Move like the animals
Sign all the animals too
I do I do
Watch all the animals
Move like the animals
Sign all the animals too yeah

Tell the animals we’re comin’
We’re standin’ in the lines
The turnstiles are clickin’
And the kids are feelin’ fine
There’s nothin’ I would rather do
Than spend the day at the zoo with you
There’s nothin’ I would rather do
Than share this day with you

Choo choo choo choo
Whoo hoo whoo hoo
Here it comes all aboard
Let’s get on the zoo train

Choo choo choo choo
Whoo hoo whoo hoo
Here it comes all aboard
Let’s get on the zoo train

What do you do when you go to the zoo?
You watch all the animals
And move like the animals
Sign all the animals too
I do I do
Watch all the animals
And move like the animals
And sign all the animals too yeah
I'm walking through the zoo
Watchin' everything
I'm lookin' at the RHINOS
Or are they looking at me?

And what about the BATS?
Upside down like that
Are we up and they are down?
Or is it the other way around?

Who's here to see who?
At the zoo
I love to watch the SEALS
They love to watch me too

Walking through the zoo
Watchin' everything
I'm looking at the PANDAS
Or are they looking at me?

And what about the HIPPOS
Floating in their pool
I see them through the water
Can they see me through water too?

Who's here to see who at the zoo?
I love to watch the ZEBRAS
And they love to watch me too

Oooooooo
I'm walkin' through the zoo
Oooooooo
I think they're watching me too
I love to watch the TIGERS
And they love to watch me too

Walking through the zoo
Watchin' everything
I'm looking at the LIONS
Or are they looking at me?
Or are they looking at me?
Or are they looking at me?
In the Water

There are bubbles in the water
Waves in the water
STARFISH in the water
And shrimp in the water

There are LOBSTERS in the water
CRABS in the water
OCTOPUS in the water
And DOLPHINS in the water

Looking above
Or looking below
There are so many things
I’d love to know

Looking above
Or looking below
There are so many things
I’d love to know

There are bubbles in the water
Waves in the water
WHALES in the water
And SHARKS in the water

And you don’t seem so far at all
But I’m happy to stay on this side of the wall
I’m small I’m brown
   I swing around
Swing from my hands
Swing from my feet
I swing with my tail
And swing in the trees
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a MONKEY!

I’m big I’m brown
   I hop around
And in my pouch
Joey hops too
We love to hop
That’s just what we do
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a KANGAROO!

I’m big I’m brown
   My back is round
With one hump
And sometimes two
If you’re stuck in the desert
I will get you through
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a CAMEL!

I’m big I’m strong
   My arms are long
A silver back
Or brown or black
If I pound on my chest
It might help you guess
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a GORILLA!

It’s easy to be anything
Pick a few facts
Then put on an act
Now that you know your animal signs
You can be an animal any time
I’m black I’m white
I slip and slide
Get in line
To catch a fish
I teeter around
Then take a dip
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a PENGUIN!

I’m quiet I’m green
   I eat anything
I swim fast
Or wait awhile
I creep so slowly
With a great big smile
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a CROCODILE!

I’m big I’m gray
   Move out of my way
My trunk can reach
My trunk can stretch
With a little water
I can get you wet
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m an ELEPHANT!

Now that you know your animal signs
You can be an animal any time
I’m black I’m white
I slip and slide
Get in line
To catch a fish
I teeter around
Then take a dip
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a PENGUIN!

I’m big I’m tall
   And best of all
I can see
Above the trees
And I can reach
All the leaves
Guess what I am
Can you guess what I am?
I’m a GIRAFFE!

I’m a
   I’m a PENGUIN!
I’m an
   I’m an ELEPHANT!
I’m a
   I’m a CROCODILE!
I’m a
   I’m a GORILLA!
I’m a
   I’m a CAMEL!
I’m a
   I’m a KANGAROO!
I’m a
   I’m a MONKEY!

It’s easy to be anything
Pick a few facts
Then put on an act
I’m a MONKEY!